In recent years, considerable attention has focused upon the biological applications of the atomic force microscope (AFM), and in particular in its ability to explore biomolecular interaction events at the single molecule level. Such measurements can provide considerable advantages, as they remove the data averaging inherent in other biophysical/biochemical approaches that record measurements over large ensembles of molecules. To this end AFM has been used for both the high-resolution imaging of a range of individual biological molecules and their complexes, and to record interaction forces between single interacting molecules. In a recently initiated project we have begun to utilize these approaches to explore the interactions of a range of biologically important peptides with model and cell membrane surfaces. In this review, the potential value of AFM for the investigation of a range of biomolecular interaction events will be discussed, but highlighting in particular its potential for the study of interactions of peptides/proteins with biological membranes.
Introduction
Several research groups have recently demonstrated the value in recording experimental data from single molecules. Such measurements provide advantages over more conventional experimental methods, principally as they enable the study of individuals within large populations of molecules. They also permit the study of time-dependent processes, without the need for synchronizing large populations of molecules. Within the biological sciences the most notable advances have been found in the optical and scanning probe microscopy fields, and in particular in those studies employing optical tweezers [1] , fluorescence microscopy [2] and the atomic force microscope (AFM) [3] methods. This review will focus upon those advances made in the AFM field, and will highlight its potential to the wider biochemical/biophysical communities through its ability to record forces upon and between single biological molecules, and to monitor and visualize dynamic processes at the single molecule level.
The AFM
A member of the scanning probe microscopy family, the AFM was developed by Binnig et al. [4] following the earlier invention of the scanning tunnelling microscope [5] . Since this time the AFM has become established as a surface analytical technique, capable of high-resolution imaging of both insulating and conducting surfaces in a variety of environmental conditions, and in particular for the imaging of biological molecules [6] . The AFM has also proved to be an
Mode of operation
The AFM interrogates the surface of a substrate with a silicon nitride or silicon tip (probe radius ca. 10-20 nm) which is integrated to the apex of a microfabricated cantilever of a known spring constant, k (N/m). In most instruments a collimated laser beam is reflected off the back of the v-shaped cantilever on to a position-sensitive quadrant photo-diode. A map of the substrate surface topography is generated by monitoring cantilever deflections (a result of forces acting between the tip and surface) as the tip is raster scanned across the surface. By monitoring the position of the laser beam through the output signals from each of the diode segments cantilever deflections as small as 0.1 Å can be detected.
Biomolecular imaging
There are a number of imaging modes that can be employed to investigate substrate surfaces, depending upon the sensitivity of the sample. The modes available are contact mode, noncontact mode [7] , and tapping mode [8] . In contact mode the tip is brought into physical contact with the substrate surface. Whilst the probe is more sensitive to small changes in force whilst it is contact with the sample, a drawback of contact mode imaging is that it can cause deformation of sensitive biological surfaces due to large repulsive forces experienced between the probe and sample which are in the order of 10 −9 N [9] . Non-contact and tapping AFM imaging modes were thus subsequently developed to overcome these limitations.
Figure 1 Imaging lipid bilayers
Representative tapping-mode AFM images of an egg phosphatidylcholine (PC) bilayer obtained in aqueous buffer (pH 7.4), (A) before and (B) after the addition of 10 µm P-25 signal peptide (x-and y-axis scale bars; 1 µm, and z-scale, 10 nm). P-25 is an amphiphilic peptide, and at high concentrations it can be seen to disrupt and begin solubilizing the lipid bilayer.
For high-resolution biomolecular imaging studies both contact and tapping imaging modes have, however, been employed. Indeed, some of the highest resolution images reported in the literature were obtained using contact mode (see [10] for more detail). In such studies, two-dimensional arrays of membrane proteins, including major intrinsic lens proteins [11] , bacteriorhodopsin [12] and ion-driven rotor proteins [13] , have been imaged to sub-nanometre resolution using conventional AFM probes in aqueous buffered environments. In this type of experiment high image resolution is promoted as the close-packing of the biomolecules makes them more resistant to deformation by the forces imparted to the sample by the probe during imaging. Secondly, repulsive electrostatic and attractive van der Waal's forces between the probe and sample are balanced by manipulating the electrolyte concentration in the imaging buffer to a point at which image resolution is optimized. Under such conditions it is likely that the imaging probe is in fact a sharp asperity on the end of the AFM probe, hence leading to the observed sub-nanometre resolution [14] .
In contrast, tapping-mode imaging has been employed for the investigation of isolated biological molecules and their complexes. In this approach the cantilever probe is oscillated at its' resonant frequency and the probe gently 'taps' the sample surface. As the probe and sample come into intermittent contact, the vibrational amplitude of the cantilever lowers. It is these changes in amplitude which are monitored to produce images of sample topography. This imaging mode retains the high-resolution imaging associated with contact mode imaging, but eliminates the strong lateral imaging forces associated with contact mode that can distort or even sweep the biomolecule of interest over the substrate surface. This type of imaging is thus particularly suited for the imaging of molecules which are only very loosely attached to the imaging substrate, such as those encountered during the imaging of dynamic processes including protein fibrillization [15] , the translocation of enzymes along individual DNA molecules [16] , and the formation and enzymatic degradation of potential gene-delivery DNA-polymer complexes [17, 18] .
Since its invention the AFM has been employed in the production of high-resolution images of a wide range of biological molecules including proteins [11] , DNA [19] , lipid membranes [20, 21] and cells [22] . In our current project the imaging abilities of the AFM have been employed to investigate the formation of raft structures within model membranes (results not shown), and to visualize the interaction of a range of peptide/protein molecules and membrane surfaces (see Figure 1 ). The application of the AFM as an imaging tool has frequently been the subject of review [6, 11] and the reader is directed to such texts for more information.
Measuring forces with the AFM
The AFM has a theoretical force resolution of 10 −15 N [23] , and in aqueous environments is routinely able to measure forces down to 10-20 pN. The high force resolution and small contact areas provided by the AFM overcome the limitations of the restricted force ranges and large surface contact areas implicit in other force measurement methods (e.g. surface force apparatus [24] and optical tweezers [1] ), and are thus ideally suited for the measurement of single molecular interactions.
The ability of the AFM to measure discrete adhesive forces was first highlighted by Hoh et al. [25] , who attributed their observed 10 pN force as that required to rupture a single hydrogen bond. Since this time the AFM has been employed to investigate a wide variety of receptor-ligand interactions [26] [27] [28] and to investigate the intra-molecular forces within individual biopolymeric molecules, such as in DNA [29] , polysaccharides [30] and large muscle proteins [31] [32] [33] . To record forces using the AFM the deflection of the cantilever is monitored as the probe is brought into and out of contact with the sample surface. The data retrieved from the deflection of the cantilever is then used to create an illustration of force termed a force-distance curve (Figure 2 ). It should be noted that such force measurements are performed in liquid environments in order to eliminate capillary forces which would otherwise mask the biomolecular interactions of interest [34] .
Raw force measurement data are typically obtained in plots of cantilever deflection (m) versus distance of z-piezo movement (m). Hooke's Law (F = −kd) is then used to convert cantilever deflection to force, F (pN), where d is the distance the cantilever is deflected from its resting state, and k is the experimentally determined cantilever spring constant (typically in the range 0.01-1.0 N · m −1 ). It should be noted here that the estimated manufacturer's spring constants can vary significantly from their experimentally derived stiffness [35] , highlighting the necessity for calibration. The calibration methods employed in the literature include the measurement of the change in resonant frequency due to the addition of increasing known masses to the end of the cantilever [35] , the measurement of cantilever deflection when pressed against a reference cantilever of known spring constant [36] , or alternatively the measurement of the thermal excitation spectrum of the cantilever [37] . Florin et al. [38] experimentally reviewed the above described calibration methods and concluded that the thermal excitation method was the most accurate method for cantilevers with small k values, which are commonly employed in biological experiments.
Biological applications of force measurements
To perform force measurements between individual receptorligand complexes the AFM probe and substrate surfaces are functionalized with the receptor and the complementary ligand, respectively. During the force measurement the surfaces are brought into contact allowing the formation of the receptor-ligand complex. The surfaces and hence formed complexes are then separated under a controlled measurement or loading rate.
In order to achieve the measurement of single molecular interaction events a number of approaches can be employed. The binding site availability can be minimized, by the addition of free ligand into the surrounding environment [26] , by controlling surface densities through the addition of lateral spacer molecules [39] , and by the random orientation of molecules on the surface [40] . Alternatively, single molecular interactions can be achieved by the addition of flexible polymer molecules to the probe [41, 42] and/or sample architecture [43] . Theoretically, Poisson statistical analysis of experimental data can also provide a method of estimating the quantity of single and multiple interactions [44] .
The presence of a flexible cross-linker is particularly advantageous as it also spaces the molecule of interest away from the underpinning substrate surface, thus helping reduce any steric hindrance imposed by the interacting surfaces [41, 42] . If a linker of known length and characterized force-extension properties is employed, it also provides a means of distinguishing between specific and non-specific intermolecular interactions (i.e. as specific interactions will occur at a defined distance away from the surface) and also a means to determine the loading rate applied to the complex immediately before separation [45] . It is these features which have led to this approach being routinely employed in AFM measurements of receptor-ligand interactions; including our current investigations of peptide-membrane interactions (see Figure 2 ).
Investigations of intermolecular interactions
The streptavidin-biotin system was the first receptor-ligand interaction studied using the AFM. The high specificity and affinity [46] of the complex, and the availability of structural and thermodynamic data made it an ideal model system. The reported unbinding forces for the streptavidin-biotin complex, however, were found to vary considerably, yielding force estimates from 83 to 410 pN [26] [27] [28] 47] . Such deviations in rupture force have since been attributed to variances in the rate at which the biomolecular bond was loaded.
The relationship between the forces required to induce bond failure and the lifetime and energy of the bond was first proposed by Bell [48] . Here, he predicted that the application of an external force to a bond would increase the dissociation rate of that bond, and that the strength of the bond is dependent on the gradient of the binding free energy. Evans and Ritchie [49] later expanded on Bell's predictions, and produced a theoretical model of induced bond failure. Their model showed that the most probable rupture force observed in each particular experiment is a function of the employed loading rate (where the loading rate is the product of the measurement rate and the spring constant of the system under investigation). In his recent studies Evans [50] demonstrated that the application of an external force, and thus mechanical potential, to a bond confined by a single energy barrier, tilts the energy landscape and lowers the energy barrier relative to k B T (thermal energy) at the transition state (x β ), and the thermal force scale ( f β ) emerges. The thermal force scale thus provides an indication of the sensitivity of a particular energy barrier to an applied force, and since f β = k B T/x β , it enables the location of the barriers relative to the bound state to be determined.
In an experimental approach termed dynamic force spectroscopy, researchers have thus begun to record interaction forces as a function of measurement rate. Dynamic force spectra (plots of the most commonly observed force versus loading rate) for a range of biomolecular systems have subsequently been produced including for the streptavidinbiotin interaction [51] , for selectin-carbohydrate bonds [52] and oligonucleotides [40, 46] , and for lipid anchoring forces [53] . The produced spectra enable the location of energy barriers traversed during the force induced dissociation process. The thermal off-rate for each barrier can also be elucidated through the extrapolation of the force scale to intercept the x-axis at zero force [50] . This approach is being utilized in our current studies to provide information upon the forces and energy barriers traversed upon the extraction of peptides/proteins from a range of membrane and cell surfaces (see Figure 2 ).
Investigating intramolecular interactions
AFM force measurements have also been employed to determine the intramolecular forces within a range of biopolymeric molecules, including with individual strands of DNA [29] and within polysaccharides [30] . The first mechanically induced protein unfolding experiments were performed on the modular protein titin [31] [32] [33] . Titin is comprised of multiple tandem repeats of immunoglobulin and fibronectin III domains, each possessing a β-sandwich structure. AFM force-extension measurements of individual titin molecules exhibited periodic rupture events (illustrated by a 'sawtooth' pattern), attributed to the unfolding of the individual domains [31] . Similar findings were reported in optical tweezer force-extension experiments of the same muscle protein [32, 33] .
In these initial studies domain-domain variations in stability and unfolding were, however, found to exist. This is not surprising, as even despite the high homology between domains within titin, they are not in fact identical. In order to overcome this predicament and to enable more precise interpretation of force-induced unfolding pathways, polypeptides comprising of identical domains are now engineered [54, 55] . The uniformity of these engineered proteins allows for a defined investigation of protein folding mechanisms based on the identical size, structure and stability of each individual domain.
Single molecule force-extension measurements of other biopolymers have also indicated force-induced structural transitions. For example, double-stranded DNA molecules (ranging from a few hundred to many thousand base pairs in length) have been found to display two force-induced transitions [29] (Figure 3 ). The first of these occurs at 60-70 pN and is attributed to a highly co-operative change in the conformation of the molecule, from B-form DNA to an overstretched form of DNA, sometimes referred to as S-DNA. Also characteristic of this transition is a plateau in the force extension trace as the molecule is extended to approximately 1.7 times its original contour length without any increase in force. A second transition is found to occur at approximately 150 pN, and is attributed to a force-induced melting process in which the two strands become separated. Upon subsequent relaxation of the molecule, a single strand typically remains between the probe and surface, as indicated by a trace characteristic for single-stranded DNA and a marked hysteresis between the extension and relaxation traces. It should be noted that re-annealing of the two strands can sometimes be observed during relaxation, as indicated by a resumption of double-stranded behaviour in the relaxation trace. The effect of proteins [56, 57] and drugs [58] on this characteristic 'mechanical fingerprint' is an exciting avenue under current investigation.
Conclusions and future directions
The AFM is thus a powerful tool for the investigation of biomolecular structure and also a wide-range of biomolecular interaction events at the single molecule level. Perhaps this method holds most potential for the investigation of membrane proteins, which are currently difficult to investigate using more conventional experimental methods. The value of combining high-resolution imaging and single molecule force spectroscopy measurements has been demonstrated in recent studies in which individual molecules of the membrane protein bacteriorhodopsin were localized, unfolded and extracted from a lipid bilayer [12] . Through the future investigation of the rate dependence of such extraction forces, information upon the dynamic strengths of the bonds which retain macromolecules within biological membranes will be elucidated. Such an approach is being employed in our current studies, in which the interaction of a range of biologically important peptides with model and cellular membrane surfaces are being investigated.
